
use Large titles 

*Just bring yourself*
All materials are provided as well as A4 canvas boards to paint on. Larger sized canvases and unique materials can be purchased from our studio if required.

*What will I learn?"
You can choose any of these painting or drawing mediums such as blah blah blah blah in any style, or difficulty level. Choose something you are interested in! 

*Trial Lesson*
Our trial lesson is exactly the same as our normal lessons just priced at a special welcome rate. We will usually recommend a simpler artwork that should be able to be completed in one lesson. 

Call to action at the bottom
*Learn with us*
Advance your skills with more fun, challenging and larger artworks or try all the different mediums that we teach! Do it for personal growth or create a portfolio. Take on a steady learner set starting the week after your trial lesson and get 10% off. :)

WHAT TO EXPECT
In our Adult Group Class, everyone is welcome from pure beginners
to passionate creatives. Here's what you will experience during the
2.5h at our studio!

Materials and A4 canvas
boards will be provided
for studio use. 

We also offer a range of
canvas sizes for sale! 

Just bring yourself!

Mediums taught!

Acrylic, oil painting, gouache,
watercolour painting, ink, 
graphite, oil pastel, charcoal, 
soft pastel and pen illustration.

The trial lesson is exactly the
same as our normal lessons 
just that we will usually 
recommend something simpler 
that may be completed in 
one lesson! 

Trial Lesson!

Prepare a picture on your
device that you’d like to learn to
paint or draw

We will advise which mediums 
work best for the artwork and 
its expected difficulty level.

Bring home your 
completed artworks
once they are dry!

Instructors will Guide and
demonstrate step by step
along the way on how to 
achieve your desired outcome. 

1 Choose from the reference
images we have provided 
at the studio. 

2 

3

4

The instructor will
make their rounds
to check on all the 
students. But feel 
free to call out to
the instructor if you
need help! 

Advance your skills with more 
fun, challenging and larger 
artworks or try all the different 
mediums that we teach! 

Do it for personal growth
or create a portfolio.

Take on a steady learner set
starting the week after your 
trial lesson and get 10% off. :)

Learn with us!

Book your trial lesson at $20,
whatsapp Denise at 96863919.

Complete and Collect

Be Personally Mentored

Understand what suits you best

Choose what to paint
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Leave it at the studio to continue 
working on it during another 
lesson if you are not done!

OR

OR

Recommending what is best 
for you based on your level 
of experience or personality!


